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Overview

Object Detection refers to the problem of learning a model that given an image, detects the objects
present in the image. In the full-blown setting, we would like to obtain each and every object
present in the image, potentially along with the spatial relationships between them. Instead, the
most common technique involves training a classifier that detects the presence of a single object,
and using a bunch of such classifiers, possibly in a hierarchy. In addition, the classifier may output
a bounding box that gives the position of the image. What could be the kind of labeling that would
be required by such a classifier? There are two possibilities • Fully supervised object detection refers to the scenario wherein along with the objects
present in the image, it is also tagged with the exact position of the object, in the form of a
rectangular bounding box.
• Weakly supervised Object Detection refers to the scenario wherein only a 0-1 label is
present that says whether a certain object is present or not, instead of the complete bounding
box.
Considering the amount of time and resources that would be required to have complete supervision,
it is an important problem in Computer Vision to perform detection in the weakly supervised setting.
Bilen et al [1] treated the bounding box as a latent variable, and applied a max-margin formulation
based on the latent SVM developed by Yu and Joachims [17]. Although the latent SVMs makes
it possible to optimize the non-convex objective over the latent variable through DC programming
[18], it utilizes an underlying QP solver that incrementally incorporates the most violated constraint
(cutting-plane methods [9]). This solver becomes prohibitively time-expensive on a large dataset such as Pascal VOC [3] with large amount of features, which is typical in Computer Vision.
Although, the current state of the art for object detection utilizes the latent SVM, and [1] reports
results on Pascal VOC, implementing the same on HPC2013, takes many days for training for a
single object.
See Figure 3 for examples of images in Pascal VOC 2007, and the corresponding bounding boxes.
Pascal VOC is known to be a difficult dataset with images that are non-trivial for even tagging by
humans. See, for example, Figure 2
A simple algorithm that optimized the latent SVM surrogate in an online fashion was proposed in
previous work by us. In this work, we incorporate this algorithm and demonstrate its utility in giving
∗
Parts of this report have been inherited from a previous report by the same author titled ”A Perceptron
Algorithm for Latent Variables”. This work applies the algorithm identified previously to solve an important
problem in a particularly suitable setting.
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(b) Image containing many cows.
(a) Image containing cat and Note that it is difficult even for
other objects with intersecting the human eye to classify these as (c) Image containing two objects
bounding boxes.
cows.
- a person, and a motorbike.

Figure 1: Sample images from Pascal VOC 2007, along with their bounding boxes. We consider the
weakly supervised setting in which these bounding boxes are not provided while training.

(a) Object: Potted Plant

(b) Object: Bottle

(c) Object: Horse

Figure 2: Some difficult images in Pascal VOC 2007
orders of magnitude speedups over the cutting-plane method. Further, we show that the algorithm
can be seamlessly parallelized, so that size of the mini-batch could be the number of cores available.
If this is ensured, the algorithm scales almost linearly with the amount of processing power available.
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Latent Variables for Images

A latent variable incorporates information that is not available to the model while training. A latent
variables lies in-between the input data, and the output tag. It allows the algorithm designer to
encode in the algorithm, certain real-world information that it would leverage to solve a problem.
The classical example is clustering using Gaussian Mixture Models, in which the latent variable is
the mean of the Gaussians (learnt using Expectation-Maximization). The modern example is Deep
Learning, in which the ’deep’ part essentially refers to internal states that can be considered latent.
In the case of images, potential real world information could be the location of various parts of an object and the spatial relationship between them. Felzenswalb [4] used this idea in an influential paper,
to obtain benchmark accuracies for Object Detection on Pascal VOC. Due to computational constraints, we however consider the most simple latent information possible - and that is the bounding
box within which the object can be localized. What is the kind of latent information that is getting
stored in such a formulation? We’re essentially saying that real-world images are continuous blocks.
It could be interesting to consider scenarios in which this is not the case, eg. when an object is partially hidden by another object, where the human brain is still able to identify the object owing to
the Gestalt effect.
In any case, given whether an object is present in an image, its location, or equivalently its bounding
box, becomes a latent variable. Let us formalize this notion. For a given image, identified by the
index i, we identify a domain D over the joint space of the tag and the latent variable over which we
are optimizing.
D = (−1, ⊥) ∪ {(1, h) | h ∈ H}
(1)
Here, H is the set of all bounding boxes under consideration. Given a (y, h) ∈ D, y essentially refers
to the tag we assign to the image, and h is the latent variable that identifies the bounding box that we
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are associating with the particular detection. Clearly if we detect −1, or the absence of the object,
then we would not be identifying a particular bounding box that it goes with. The ⊥ thus refers to
considering the complete image instead of any particular bounding box.
How do we identify possible bounding boxes and featurize them for feeding into a classification
model? Classically, we would consider a linear sweep of equally sized bounding boxes across the
image, with or without overlap. Clearly however, this formulation has problems of scale (not considering the right-sized bounding boxes), and problems of considering insignificant bounding boxes
(eg. containing a background object). Vision literature was mature enough to identify significant
portions of the image, that could be potential regions with the object. Leveraging the semantic depth
of CNN-features, Girschick et al [6] developed a framework that created region proposals based
on available techniques in Computer Vision, and extracted 4096-dimensional feature vectors using
Caffe [8] based on the CNN architecture described by Krizhevsky et al. [10]. This method is called
RCNN (Region with CNN features). Thematically, their pipeline is described in Figure ??.

Figure 3: RCNN pipeline, as presented in [6]
What is the classification problem now? Minimize

n
P
i=1

1yi (yi∗ ) where yi refers to the true label, and

yi∗ is the predicted label. The prediction could happen by maximizing over the latent variable,
(y ∗ , h∗ ) = arg max M(d)

(2)

d∈D

or marginalizing over the latent variable.

1
∗
y =
−1

R
if H P(h)dh > P(⊥)
oth.

(3)

The model M could in general be anything that gives a score. The probability distribution P could
in general be anything that gives a normalized probability distribution. What we choose depends
on the problem at hand. Hidden Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [14] can be used to model the
latter.
For our problem, it makes more sense to take the bounding box that best explains the presence of
the object, rather than whether bounding boxes across the image indicate the presence of the object.
We hence consider the maximum formulation in a latent SVM framework. In this setting, our model
M will be a linear weight function w on the features Ψ along with a bias. As described above, we
extract interesting regions as bounding boxes. For these bounding box, and also the complete image
bounding box, we extract 4096-dimensional CNN features, and call this Ψ (for complete image, we
will multiply it by −1).
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Latent SVMs

Yu and Joachims [17] developed the latent SVM formulation to learn Structural SVMs [9] with
latent variables. Like the Structural SVM formulation, this involves a joint feature Ψ that depends
on both the input features x and the structured output y. Additionally, it depends on a latent variable
h. The model w is linear in Ψ. The prediction is thus given by,
(y ∗ , h∗ ) = arg max wT Ψ(x, y, h)
(y,h)
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(4)

The loss incurred by a prediction (y ∗ , h∗ ) is given by ∆(y, y ∗ , h∗ ). The inclusion of the latent
variable h∗ in the loss function, is mainly because the latent SVM allows us to optimize over it; in
most natural situations it simply decomposes as ∆(y, y ∗ ). Given structured output, the definition of
the loss function is not obvious de-facto. The objective to be minimized, over a group of n samples
S = {(xi , yi )|i = 1...n} is,
n
X
∆(yi , yi∗ , h∗i )
(5)
i=1

Clearly, the objective is not a convex function of w. The optimization problem is infeasible. A
general purpose surrogate was developed in [17] that upper bounds the above loss. It can be shown
that

n
n 
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(6)
The regularized max-margin formulation is now given as
"
 X
#
n 
n 
X
1 2
T
0
0
0
0
T
0
||w || +
(w Ψ(xi , y , h ) + ∆(yi , y , h ))] −
[max
min
(w Ψ(xi , yi , h ))]
[max
w
y 0 ,h0
h0
2
i=1
i=1
(7)
The first two quantities inside the objective are both convex in w, and the last quantity is negative
convex. Hence, the overall objective is a difference of convex functions. The CCCP algorithm
developed by Yuille & Rangarajan [18] finds a local minima for such functions, commonly known
as DC functions.
The CCCP algorithm could be seen as a coordinate descent over the latent variables and the output
variables. Iteratively, it convexifies the objective, by completing the latent variables, and then solving the (now-convex) optimization problem using Quadratic Programming. Without going into the
details, the new optimization problem looks like "
min
w

#
 X
n 
n
X

1 2
||w || +
(wT Ψ(xi , y 0 , h0 ) + ∆(yi , y 0 , h0 ))] −
[max
wT Ψ(xi , yi , h̄)
y 0 ,h0
2
i=1
i=1

(8)

where, h̄ = arg max (wT Ψ(xi , yi , h0 )).
h0

Thus, to convexify the problem, we need to find h̄. Once this is done, we’re left with a Quadratic
Optimization problem, with |D = Y×H| many constraints. This could potentially be an exponential
number of constraints. Cutting-plane methods [9] go around the problem by considering only an
increasing set of constraints per iteration, which is augmented with the most-violated constraint
after the iteration. The hope is that the set of important, or informative constraints is small.
For our problem, the most-violated constraint is essentially the argmax over y and h. Hence, an
efficient algorithm is required for 1) convexification (finding h̄) and for 2) evaluating the mostviolated constraint. Given these, the cutting plane algorithm solves the optimization problem.
However, cutting-plane methods are known to be extremely slow. Complexity of solving the QP is
heavily dependent on how informative the constraints are. Cutting plane methods can only go around
this if many constraints can grossly be ignored. Further, the optimization algorithm is completely
batch, i.e. it requires all data points to be loaded in memory in one go. For large data-sets this
imposes infeasible conditions over RAM availability, which is one major issue when training with
large Vision datasets. We look at a perceptron-like framework that is completely online, and does
not solve a QP internally, thus giving us both computational speedup, and lower memory usage.
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A Perceptron update rule

It was suggested in the Pegasos paper [16], that the Perceptron can be seen as implementing a
stochastic gradient step. We augment this understanding. A perceptron update is a stochastic gradient step, taken only when we make a mistake, or we misclassify. Let us have a look at the latent
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SVM objective given in Equation 8 again, and see what could be a gradient step. Look at all terms
whose inner products are taken with w, and perform a descent step in the opposite direction. Optionally, at every mistake, we can decrease the norm of w, by decrementing by a constant multiple
of w. The proposed latent perceptron update rule then looks like the following wt+1 ← wt + η1 (Ψ(x, y, h̄) − Ψ(x, y ∗ , h∗ )) − η2 wt
(9)
Here, h̄ is obtained by taking the argmax by fixing y to the true output (last term in equation 8).
y ∗ , h∗ are obtained by taking the complete argmax. The parameters η can be chosen by cross
validation. Improved performance is also seen if η falls with the number of iterations, as we approach
the minima. Rate of fall could be another parameter that can be tuned by observing whether the
objective is converging or diverging. The following algorithm summarizes our approach.
Data: Images in a stream, with features x and tags y ∈ {+1, −1}
t ← 0;
wt ← random;
while there are images left in the stream do
Get next image x;
Compute features for possible bounding boxes, to form Ψ(1, H);
Compute features for complete bounding box and multiply by −1, to form Ψ(−1, ⊥)
(y ∗ , h∗ ) ← arg max wT Ψ(D);
read ytrue ;
if y ∗ ! = ytrue then
h̄ ← arg max (wT Ψ(x, ytrue , h));
h

Update according to equation 9;
t ← t + 1;
end
end
return wt
Our perceptron update does something very intuitive. The Ψ obtained by taking the max over the
latent variable, given the output variable (ĥ) enjoys more information by knowing the output variable. The Ψ obtained by taking the max over the joint domain of the both the latent variable and the
output variable, on the other hand, is hazardous and wrong if we are misclassifying. It has a different (and incorrect) value for y, which is why we are misclassifying. We penalize the feature of the
latent variable that best explains the incorrect y, and move towards the feature of the latent variable
that best explains the correct y. A mistake bound for the perceptron update rule, with respect to the
surrogate designed by Joachims was derived in the previous work. For sake of completeness, it is
presented in the Appendix.
Parallelization
Although Joachims’ latent SVM cannot be parallelized, the perceptron update can seamlessly be.
Pascal VOC consists of around 2501 images for training. We divide all images into 40 mini-batches
of around 60 images each. Then, the above algorithm is modified, so that we look at a mini-batch of
60 images in one go, calculating the update value for every image in parallel, and making a single
update after the mini-batch is over. Clearly, each of the individual update steps are independent from
one another. In this way, we allow the perceptron algorithm to make multiple runs through the data.
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Experiments

For running experiments, we used the HPC2013 supercomputer at IIT Kanpur. Most runs reported
were over the hyperthread thread provided by HPC2013. This is a highly parallel machine. Both
classification scores and meanAveragePrecision (mAP) scores were quite bad, and we are working
on understanding bugs that could be existing in our implementation. In terms of time, Joachims’
formulation took more than 100 hours to perform 7 outer loop iterations (latent variable completion
+ cutting-plane solver), whereas our approach took on an average 4-5 minutes to run through one
mini-batch (60 images). This amounts to around 3-4 hours for one run through the entire data-set.
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Appendix
We present a mistake bound for the perceptron presented in 9. The given bound is for the case, η1 = 1 and
η2 = 0.
We assume that for all (y, y 0 , h0 ), either ∆(y, y 0 , h0 ) = 0, or ∆(y, y 0 , h0 ) ≥ β for some β ∈ R+ .
Also assume that for all (y, y 0 , h0 ), ||Ψ(y, y 0 , h0 )||2 ≤ R. Suppose the data stream runs for T iterations.
T
P
Define ∆T =
∆(yt , yt∗ , h∗t ), where (yt∗ , h∗t ) is the predicted output.
t=1

ˆ as defined previously, is,
The surrogate
loss ∆,


ˆt =
∆

T
T
[max
(wt−1
Ψ(xt , y 0 , h0 ) + ∆(yt , y 0 , h0 ))] − [max
(wt−1
Ψ(xt , yt , h0 ))]
0 0
0
y ,h



h

T
ˆ t (w), for any w.
ˆ T (w) = P ∆
We define ∆
t=1

We also set the notation Pt (w) = wT wt . Henceforth, any norm, unless otherwise specified, shall refer to the
L2 norm.
Theorem 5.1.

2
q
2R||w||
ˆ T (w) + 2RT ||w||
∆T ≤ inf
+ ∆
(10)
w
β
Proof.
Lemma 5.2.
||wt ||2 ≤ ||wt−1 ||2 + 4R2 ≤ ||wt−1 ||2 +

4R2 ∆t
β

(11)

Proof. We show the first inequality for the non-trivial case when wt 6= wt−1 . The second inequality follows
trivially.
Let vt = Ψ(x, y, ĥ) − Ψ(x, y ∗ , h∗ ). Then, wt = wt−1 + vt .
T
||wt ||2 = ||wt−1 ||2 + ||vt ||2 + 2wt−1
vt
T
||vt || ≤ 4R2 , and wt−1
vt ≤ 0 (since the second term in vt is a global max), and the result follows.
Lemma 5.3.

ˆ t (w) − 2R||w||
Pt (w) ≥ Pt−1 (w) + ∆t − ∆

(12)

Proof. For the case wt = wt−1 , Pt (w) = Pt−1 (w).
Since, ∆ˆt ≥ ∆t , the statement holds.
In the other case,
Pt = Pt−1 + wT vt
= Pt−1 + wT Ψ(xt , yt , hˆt ) − wT Ψ(xt , yt∗ , h∗t )
w
= Pt−1 + wT Ψ(xt , yt , hˆt ) − wT Ψ(xt , yt , hˆt ) + Qt
w
w
where, Qt = wT Ψ(xt , yt , hˆt − wT Ψ(xt , yt∗ , h∗t ), and hˆt is the same argmax when taken with w as the
model variable instead of wt .
ˆ
It can be shown in a straightforward manner that Qt ≥ ∆t − ∆(w,
xt , yt ).
We would then have,
w
ˆ
Pt ≥ Pt−1 + ∆t − ∆(w,
xt , yt ) + wT (Ψ(xt , yt , hˆt ) − Ψ(xt , yt , hˆt ))
ˆ
≥ Pt−1 + ∆t − ∆(w,
xt , yt ) − 2R||w||
It follows from Lemma 5.2, by taking a telescopic sum ||wT ||2 ≤

4R2
∆T
β

(13)

Similarly, from Lemma 5.3 it follows that ˆ T (w) − 2RT ||w||
wTT w = Pt ≥ ∆T − ∆

(14)

Since, ||wT || · ||w|| ≥ wTT w, we have that,
ˆ T (w) − 2RT ||w|| ≤ ||w|| · 2R
∆T − ∆
On completing the square, the theorem follows.
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∆t
β

(15)

